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GUIDE TO
BIBERACH,
ULM & THE
SURROUNDING
REGION
Join us to grow,
collaborate and
improve lives
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BIBERACH

Introduction
What looks like a quiet dreamy little town is in reality
one of the most dynamic growth regions in Germany
housing famous and hidden champions in high tech
industry.

80

shops & boutiques

Biberach is well known for its University of Applied
Science (HBC) where architects, engineers and
recently biotechnologists attend, a proof point for
the investment into future capabilities.

2500

34,000
population

students

The busy town centre is bustling and friendly, a hub
for the local community to gather to enjoy the many
restaurants, cafes and bars.
Even shopping is different here, as you will find
owner-run businesses and chic boutiques. All this
pays into the personal atmosphere which is unique
and does not compare to the anonymous shopping
malls you find in big cities.

Strong
employers
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BIBERACH

Local History
You may also walk in the footsteps of the history that this ancient city has
to offer. The former imperial city is now well over eight hundred years old.
A reminder of this historical past are the many restored half-timbered
houses. For example at “Weberberg”, where in the 15th century around
400 weaving looms set the foundation for the prosperity of the town.

1st record of Biberach

One of Germany’s oldest churches, St Martin’s Church,
is an example of a ‘simultaneous church’ where both
Protestants and Catholics can worship together and
enjoy their beloved church.

1083
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BIBERACH

Culture & Events
For those who enjoy more cultural pursuits, art lovers will find a
number of galleries and museums in Biberach, along with an exciting
calendar of annual events.

Even more interested in the history and art of the city?
Then visit:
MUSEUM BIBERACH: housing art and geological,
cultural and natural exhibitions
THE WIELAND MUSEUM: showing life and work of
the most important Biberach poet, which lines up with
Goethe and Schiller and was the first who translated
Shakespeare into German
THE WEISSGERBERWALK: a fabulous ancient tannery
FILM-AND CINEMA MUSEUM
HISTORICAL RAILWAY MUSEUM (ÖCHSLE)
THE WIELAND ARCHIVES AND TOWN ARCHIVES
CASTLE WARTHAUSEN
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BIBERACH

Culture & Events
As of today there are two annual film festivals
which both take place in Autumn.
The Filmfest Biberach is a well-established festival
celebrating German movies, for over 30 years.
The Biberach Independent Film Festival offers a
fresh and exciting glimpse into documentaries
and experimental shorts.

1st cinema in Biberach

1912

If you are more the audio type, you can enjoy highlights
during all the seasons.
BIBERACH SPRING MUSIC: This free event welcomes
different groups, bands and choirs performing in the
historic quarter.
MUSIC NIGHT: The pub and tavern music festival with live
music for every taste.
THE A CAPELLA NIGHT is an annual event where European
Ensembles (and choirs) touches the hearts of an audience of
2,000 in the “Stadthalle”.
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BIBERACH

Culture & Events
“Schütza” or SCHÜTZENFEST, our climax that
divides the year into “pre and post”, and is one of
the biggest homeland festivals in South Germany.
The festival is celebrated as a religiously tinged
school custom on the so called Schützenberg.
It involves the entire family for fun in street
parades, fairgrounds, historic performances, a
theme park, parties in local cafes and bars, a
children’s theatre, and of course a beer tent to
enjoy the festivities.
You will find many otherwise reserved and
respectable citizens of Biberach who are full of
excitement at this time.

established

1668

theatres
After its
infusion,
you are in!

parades

10
days
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BIBERACH

Culture & Events
CHRISTKINDLES MARKT: A tradition full of
light during the Christmas season in Germany.
You will find a romantic Christmas village
with over 70 festively decorated stalls at the
market place, where you can view or purchase
beautiful arts and crafts.

December

It is the perfect place and time to enjoy a glass
of “Glühwein” and hearty specialties like the
local pork delicacy “knabberfleisch” or other
specialites from around the world.

At Christmas Eve families meet at the
market place to celebrate the Christ
Child’s appearance with traditional
German carols at “Christkindle rab
lassa”. A sparkling hour to herald
Christmas time.

24.12
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BIBERACH

Leisure & Sports
The local environment boasts a huge selection of
sporting activities to suit all interests and abilities,
powered by 26 clubs with a total of 6500 members.

“there’s something for
everyone to enjoy”

If you enjoy aquatic pursuits, Biberach also has an extensive
selection of swimming and watersports close by. In the town,
swim in one of two public pools and the Jordanbad & Spa.
With a separate children’s area, games, a thermal bath and
sauna, as well as dedicated spacious sunbathing areas, and an
outdoor pool.

A-Z

from Archery to Zumba
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BIBERACH

Family
Biberach is a place for families. Here you can decide between living in the middle of the
town or in the countryside. But you will definitely find a child-friendly environment and a
home that suits the needs of your family. There are numerous day nursery facilities, schools
and further education offers as well as different colleges.
Biberach won “Family Aware
Town Plus” distinction in 2017
for its commitment on provision
and fostering a family-friendly
environment. The town offers a variety
of opportunities for the different needs
and generations. Reliable care for
children and young people at school
is of fundamental importance in
Biberach.

FOR EARLY EDUCATION:
• Bruno-Frey-Music School
• Youth Art School
• The Media and Information Centre
Biberach Town Library
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BIBERACH

The Great Outdoors
There are many beautiful places to
explore in and around the Biberach area.
Below are a few suggestions where you
can enjoy life nearby.
• The Schillerhöhe
• White Tower
• The Wielandpark with its sculptures
• The Wolfental water playground

• The Federsee museum brings
archaeology from the wetland
settlements 5000 years ago to life.
• The climbing parks
in Biberach and Waldsee.
• The open-air museum Kürnbach,
consisting of a village with 32
historical buildings – explore
life 100-200 years ago, where
kids have tangible experiences
starting with the basis of
agriculture, forging and can
learn how steam engines
transformed life and culture.
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BIBERACH

Connect to Neighbours
To airports from Biberach by car:

Memmingen

37km

Friedrichshafen

73km

Stuttgart

126km

München

211km

Frankfurt

320km
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ULM
Longitude

Latitude

48.4°

9.98°
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ULM
Introduction
The city at the Danube River embraces technology and science, built on its long
tradition to grow inventors and intrapreneurs. With around 125.000 residents coming
from 140 nations, Ulm is a sizable city, reflected in its cultural breadth which allows
visitors and residents to dive in and feel at home: theatres, museums, clubs and
concerts, a rich restaurant and pub scene, buzzing shopping opportunities. All of that
including the highest church tower in the world, all reachable within walking distance.

The Minster height

161.5

Ulm

140
nations

Neu–Ulm

this side

the other side

Danube Length

2857

km
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ULM
Local History
As a former free Imperial city, Ulm has
numerous sites of historical interest:
• Gothic Minster
• Town Hall Ulm
• Crooked House
• Oath House
• Butchers Tower
and many others.

Located at the banks of the Danube River
the historical fishermen and tanner’s
quarter invites you to explore its crooked
streets locating goldsmiths, second-hand
bookshops and galleries. In its pleasant
restaurants and coffee shops you can
enjoy international or local food.
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ULM

DISCOVER DIFFERENT MARKETS
• Farmers Market
• Christmas Market

Culture & Events
In Ulm modern architecture meets
medieval buildings.
DISCOVER DIFFERENT MUSEUMS
• Stadthaus Ulm
• Museum Ulm
• Edwin Scharff Museum
• Kunsthalle Weishaupt
• Danube Swabian Museum
• Museum of Bread and Art
• HfG-Archive (Ulm School of Design)

• Art & Crafts Market
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ULM
Culture & Events
Don’t miss Oath Monday, as it is “the day in Ulm”.
In the afternoon “Nabada” a kind of carnival-like
river procession, takes place on the Danube. The
whole “Oath weekend” with the romantic serenade
of lights and the oath concert on Minster Place is
the highlight of the year for people in Ulm.

LET THE MUSIC PLAY:
• Sunday concerts at Glacis
• Culture in Caponniere 4
• Culture Night Ulm/Neu-Ulm
• Obstwiesenfestival
• Roxy Ulm
• Ulmer Tent Festival “Ulmer Zelt”

568
Pubs & Bars &
Restaurants (2018)
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ULM
Leisure & Sports
ENJOY WATER FUN

DON’T LIKE SWIMMING? THEN TRY
SOME OF “NON-WET” ACTIVITIES:
• Climbing centre

POOLS:

• Einstein Bouldering Centre

• Donaubad

• Donaurunning

• Bad Blau

• 3 Golf Clubs nearby
• Ecodrom kart track Neu-Ulm
• Jump4All Ulm
and many more

RIVERS:
• Danube
• Iller

LAKES:
• Pfuhler Lake
• Ludwigsfelder Lake
• Sendener Forest Lake
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ULM
Leisure & Sports

Hirsch-/Bahnhofsstrasse is the address to go to. It is Ulm’s
most buzzing shopping street. There is a great number of
department stores and brand name businesses. For a calmer
shopping experience, you could enjoy the shops near Ulm
Minster in the charming streets in the old city centre.

IF YOU ENJOY A LITTLE
RETAIL THERAPY:
In Ulm City with its shopping
centre you can make your
dreams come true.

PREFER SHOPPING MALLS?

Sedelhöfe

Blautal Center

Glacis Galerie
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ULM
Family
Embedded in the green landscape of the
Friedrichsau area, you will find the Ulm Zoo
with a fascinating fauna of our world.

MOVING TO ULM WITH CHILDREN?
In Ulm you will find childcare facilities
and public schools as well as an
International School and the Chinese
School located in Ulm/Neu-Ulm.

IN YOUR FREE TIME YOU AND
YOUR FAMILY COULD JOIN
CULTURE FOR KIDS:
The children’s museum in NeuUlm is a highlight for the whole
family. Kids may try and explore
a variety of actions: role plays,
building, listening. The exhibitions
change regularly and offer an
intensive and lively experience.

FOR THE YOUNGER ONES:
• Kasperletheater
• Figurentheater Topolino
• Theater Mücke
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ULM
Parks & Gardens
Friedrichsau Park on the banks of the
Danube is the largest green area in
Neu-Ulm and Ulm. It provides plenty
of space for relaxing or being active or
you enjoy your time in one of the beer
gardens or restaurants.

MORE GREEN SPACES:
• Glacis Park Neu-Ulm
• Rosegarden
• Botanical Garden
• Old Cemetery
• Sensory Garden
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ULM
Connect to Neighbours
Via the Ulm railway junction:

Stuttgart		

1:00 hours

Munich		

1:14 hours

Frankfurt (Main)		

2:20 hours

Cologne		

3:20 hours

Salzburg		

3:30 hours

Paris		

4:40 hours

Vienna		

5:30 hours

Hamburg		

6:30 hours

Berlin		

6:34 hours
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Swabian Alb / Danube Valley
The Swabian Alb and Upper Danube
Valley is a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve
with stunning geological features, a
natural beauty, not crowded and rich in
culture. 40,000 years ago modern humans
(homo sapiens) began to improve their
lives in naturally formed caves. In that
region the oldest collection of portable art
objects in the world (e.g. lion men) have
been found.
The best way to explore the region today
is by bike or by foot. The highest climbing
walls in Germany north of the Alps are
located in the Danube valley where the
famous bike-hike down Danube, the cycle
path to Vienna starts.

DISCOVER THE BEAUTY:
Rivers and valleys: Blautopf and Lautertal
Caves: Tiefenhöhle-Bärenhöhle
Castles: Hohenzollern –Lichtenstein
-Sigmaringen
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Upper Swabia
Upper Swabia was formed by retreating
glaciers, leaving behind shallows which
quickly filled up with water forming lakes
and moors inviting you to swim and
hike. Highlights are Wurzacher Ried and
Federsee (UNESCO World Heritage) which
both inspires you with intact nature. For
those who prefer to relax: this region is
famous for the Spas - connected via the
“Spa Route”.

You will find amazing churches and
abbeys along the Upper Swabian Baroque
Road “Schwäbische Barockstrasse”.
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Allgäu
You may well have heard about Castle
Neuschwanstein as it is one of the
most popular of all the palaces and
castles in Europe. Every year over one
million people visit “the castle of the
fairy-tale king” Ludwig II. The setting
of Neuschwanstein could not be more
idyllic. Looking for more magical places?
• Waldburg
• Castle Hohenschwangau
• Castle Kronburg
• Burgruin Falkenstein

MORE LOVELY PLACES TO DISCOVER
WITH KIDS?
Here you go:
• Alpsee Bergwelt with alpseecoaster
and high-ropes course “Bärenfalle”
• Skywalk Allgäu Scheidegg
• Allgäu Skyline Park
• Burgberger Tierparadies
• Several Adventure Playgrounds
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Allgäu
Breathe in fresh air and discover the
beautiful landscape of the Allgäu Alps.
While admiring spectacular views of
the surrounding mountains you seem
to be completely alone with your
thoughts. Afterwards it is time to relax
and enjoy a break with a typical allgäu
specialty like “kässspätzle” or a hearty
sandwich in a cosy hut on your way.

WANT TO HIKE OR CLIMB TO
THE TOP?
• Nesselwang
• Sonthofen
• Füssen
• Pfronten
• Bad Hindelang
• Tannheim
• Balderschwang
• Oberstdorf
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Lake of Constance
The Lake of Constance embedded
at the northern edge of the Alps and
bordered by Germany, Austria and
Switzerland. With 270 kilometers of
shoreline, it offers an amazing scenery
with its majestic expanse of water and
Mediterranean flair, numerous towns
and attractive villages with incredible
views of the Swiss Alps.
It is the hot spot for sailing and
windsurfing enthusiasts — and again rich in culture and history witnessed by
old castles, quaint medieval villages and
beautiful gardens.
Popular things to do here include sailing,
swimming, hiking and mountain biking
or enjoying a relaxing boat ride.
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Lake of Constance
Discover great places such as the university city
Constance, Lindau built on an island, the flower
island Mainau, old castles such as Meersburg and
Hohentwiel as well as monasteries such as Salem.

FOR FAMILIES THERE ARE HUNDREDS OF SPOTS
TO BE VISITED:
• Experience the Barbary macaques at Affenberg Salem
• Marvel the impressive roaring waters of the Rhine falls
• Visit the Alpine Wildlife Park on the Pfänder
• The Nature reserve Wollmatinger Ried
• Lake Dwelling Museum Unteruhldingena further UNESCO World Heritage Site
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Our Neighbours
SEEKING NATURE EXPERIENCES DURING THE YEAR?
Some of the biggest ski resorts in the Alps are accessible
for a weekend trip. Close by you can reach famous hotspots:
• St. Anton
• Ischgl
• Davos
• Arosa
• Dolomites... and a lot of more silent places.

Lake of Garda and also Venice
and Merano are only a few
hours away.
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